
PE Grant 2020-21 
For the academic year 2020-21 Brereton C of E (A) Primary School received £17670 
Carry Forward 19/20 £7746.00 
 

How are we using our funding? 
 

Overview and costings 
1. CPD and high quality sporting opportunities for pupils: sessions with specialist sports coaches (Multiflex) 

in curriculum time for pupils across the school. Sports coaches worked alongside our teachers to develop 
our skills at teaching PE.  

2. Assessment: Multiflex also helped to develop a system of assessment so that we can monitor the impact 
of our PE lessons and provision.  

3. After school and extra-curricular provision: specialist coaches delivered PE from the Cheshire Cricket 
Board to provide additional opportunities for our pupils. After school provision was also provided. 
Multiflex also provided weekly after school clubs. £9690 Multiflex and Cheshire cricket 
 

4. Additional catch up swimming provision: 4 weeks of intense, daily swimming for Year 3 and 4 children, 
using specialist sports coaches (Elite Swimming franchised to Sports Coaching North West). Year 4 
children who missed out on a lot of their swimming provision last year swam every day. £4900 
 

5. Planning: high quality PE planning which develops upon existing skills and knowledge each year, to support 
teachers delivering PE sessions- Primary PE Passport, which also provided intra school sporting 
opportunities. £599. 
 

6. Equipment: Purchased necessary equipment to enable high quality PE lessons. New break time equipment 
purchased for each class to ensure children have active break times and have at least 30 minutes of 
activity every day (footballs, netballs, basketballs, cricket bats and balls, tennis equipment). This will be 
available for every class in September. Additionally, there were set ups costs for the swimming pool and 
equipment was purchased for Forest Schools to enable high quality lessons. £2381  
Total spent: £ 17570 
 
Money to be carried over to next year: £7746  

 

How will this money be spent? 
 
A new Puzzlewood climbing frame is scheduled to be installed in November by Pentagon Play which will 
provide more opportunities for children at break times and during PE or Forest School sessions for many 
years to come. The Puzzlewood Forest Circuit climbing frame is made up of numerous obstacles, 
featured at different levels, developing children’s fine and gross motor skills, balance, proprioception, 
strength and core stability. It will also promote safe risk taking and building up their climbing confidence. 
Additionally, Pentagon Play will install an active trail on our playground with markings so the children can 



complete a golden mile. The funding carried forward will be spent alongside new funding from the 
Sports Grant for 2021-22. This will provide a long term sustainable improvement to the quality of 
physical education at Brereton.  
 

Detailed 
 

• Over the last academic year, the school has paid for Multiflex, a specialist PE company, for 
one day per week’s provision. In this time, they have worked with three classes per week to 
enhance the teaching of PE. Teachers across school throughout the year have had opportunities 
to watch high quality PE teaching to enhance their CPD and confidence in teaching PE. 
Following school closures, Multiflex helped us to carry out a baseline fitness assessment to 
monitor the impact of the lockdown. An assessment was then carried out in Summer 2. The 
assessments covered five strands of physical development: speed, stamina, agility, throwing and 
jumping. We are going to follow this model next year, completing an assessment each term to 
ensure support can be given in our PE sessions based on our findings. 

• Additionally, in the summer term, Cheshire Cricket Board provided a PE coach through the 
Chance to Shine scheme and taught sessions throughout the school to all children. Both 
companies have provided excellent sporting opportunities to pupils as well as providing CPD for 
staff. Additionally, extra-curricular clubs have been provided by both companies (once per week 
by Multiflex and once per week in the summer term by Cheshire Cricket).  

• Year 3 and 4 pupils have had four weeks of intense swimming for 30 minutes every day, in 
line with the National Curriculum, encouraging children to swim competently, confidently and 
proficiently over a distance of at least 25 metres, use a range of strokes effectively and 
perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations. Every child has made excellent 
progress from non-swimmers who are now much more water confident and are swimming with 
support, to many children who are highly competent in variety of strokes. 96% of Year 6 
pupils achieved the National Curriculum expectations for swimming.  

• A proportion of the money from the grant has also been used to update and replace our PE 
equipment, ensuring high quality resources are available to support the teaching of PE. Following 
a successful year using Primary PE Passport’s high quality PE planning, staff have been 
following the long term planning using the app, to build upon existing skills and knowledge. 

• Next year, we hope to continue our partnership with Holmes Chapel Comprehensive School and 
the primary cluster schools so that we can take part in up to 27 competitions as in previous 
years, which provide inter school opportunities for all pupils, made up of inclusive opportunities 
like Boccia, as well as highly competitive competitions for gifted and talented pupils. As such, we 
hope to apply for the School Games Mark and achieve recognition for our sporting 
accomplishments (as in 2018-19 when we achieved Gold).  

 

 

 

 


